Recently, the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) reiterated its projection of a physician shortage in the United States, predicting a shortfall of up to 121,300 physicians by 2030. The shortage would affect primary care as well as medical and surgical specialties. These projections are consistent with prior estimates and, AAMC says, take into account both utilization of NPs and PAs and future changes in how care is delivered.1

However, other entities have suggested we are misinterpreting the situation. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has argued that there is no physician shortage. According to their analysis, the health care system isn’t undermanned—rather, it’s inefficient and relies too heavily on physicians and not enough on advanced practice providers. Furthermore, the IOM posits that many of the studies upon which physician workforce projections have been based fail to account for advances in medicine and technology that impact care delivery: telehealth, new medications, and medical devices that give patients a more active role in their health maintenance.2

Who’s right? You might say, “Who cares?” but this isn’t simply a matter of institutional reputation; the data have informed action plans for offsetting the projected shortage. Since 2002, medical schools have increased class sizes by 30% and are working to ensure that the supply of physicians will be sufficient to meet future needs—even though funding for residency training has been frozen since 1997. At the same time, many thought leaders—including the IOM—have recognized NPs and PAs as significant contributors to the health care workforce. In 2007, for example, Cooper called on the NP and PA professions to expand their training capacity, predicting that neither would have a supply of practitioners to meet needs in the event of a physician shortage.3

Both professions took that message to heart. There are now more than 123,000 certified PAs (70% of whom work in specialty practice) and 248,000 licensed NPs (87% in primary care) in the United States.4,5 There are 239 accredited PA programs (including those with provisional or probationary status), with the number of new graduates per year expected to reach 18,000 by 2026 (compared to 9,000 in 2018).6,7 There are about 400 academic institutions in the US that have an NP program; in 2016-2017, more than 26,000 new graduates completed their training.5,8 Overall, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that by 2024 the NP profession will have grown by 36%, the PA profession by 37%, and the physician population by 13% (excluding anesthesiologists and surgeons).9

There is no argument that NPs and PAs are making an enormous impact on the quality and accessibility of health care in this country. But I am starting to hear rumblings that we may be educating too many NPs and PAs—especially if the physician shortage is not as dire as predicted.

This entire conversation takes me back to the 1970s, when the Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee (GMENAC) projected a surplus of physicians, and a moratorium was placed on medical school enrollment. Those projections were validated and repeated through the 1990s; in fact, the aforementioned Cooper was among the first to flip the message around, using new calculations and considerations to project a physician shortage.10

GMENAC is a classic example of what happens when people and entities overreact to a projection of some kind. If there is a physician shortage today, GMENAC is probably partly responsible because their prediction of an oversupply triggered an arguably over-the-top response. Everyone worked so hard to avoid a surplus that they are creating a deficit!

As I listen to those rumblings of “too many NPs and PAs,” I wonder if this is a mirror to that GMENAC response. Have the NP and PA professions worked so hard to offset the physician shortage (real or imagined)...
that we may face a glut of NPs and PAs? If so, the concern is that within five to 10 years, we won’t have employment opportunities for all of them. That’s the fear driving these whispers, isn’t it?

As far back as 2000—when this conversation was in its infancy—Dehn and Cawley discussed the consequences of expanding the supply of NPs and PAs. They questioned how the number of, and demand for, NPs and PAs would be balanced in America’s future health care marketplace and wondered if a sharp growth in NP and PA graduates (in conjunction with similar increases in other health professions) could surpass demand and prompt an oversupply, resulting in underemployment and market saturation.11

So, is it time to pause and take another look at the numbers and needs? Maybe. But I believe one of the aspects we must continue to focus on is the quality of our professions. In the wake of the projected physician shortage, the NP profession developed its Doctor of Nursing Practice and the PA profession added postgraduate training opportunities in specific specialties. These not only enhance NPs’ and PAs’ professional credentials—they equip us to provide better patient care. At the end of the day, our ability to care for patients will be the rubric upon which we are judged.

We’ve already been making the case for our professions and gaining recognition throughout this process. When Salsberg wrote about the physician shortage in Health Affairs (2015), he reminded us that a critical factor is the supply and availability of clinicians other than physicians (NPs, PAs, midwives) who can make a significant contribution to access and efficiency of health care. He called for NPs and PAs to be fully integrated into the delivery system and to be allowed scope of practice consistent with their education and training.7

Both NPs and PAs have become participants in dialogues on health policy and health care reform. Both professions are spending increasing dollars on national advertising to raise awareness of their critical role in expanding access to primary care for millions of Americans. In fact, Princeton University Professor of Economics Uwe E. Reinhardt told the New York Times, “The doctors are fighting a losing battle. The nurses are like insurgents. They are occasionally beaten back, but they’ll win in the long run. They have economics and common sense on their side.”12 Some suggest that PAs need to fight a similar battle.

So, dear reader, what do you think? Should we be concerned that we are educating too many NPs and PAs? Does that argument become somewhat irrelevant if we can firmly establish a substantial role for ourselves in the future of health care? I would love to hear your thoughts; email me at PAeditor@medge.com.
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